
ALL SECTIONS REFER TO THE ADJR ACT UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED 

I will refer to the [relevant Act] as ‘the Act’. 

Jurisdiction  

P may make an appeal through s75(v) Constitution or the ADJR Act. 

ADJR Act 

The court will have jurisdiction if the application for review is brought in regards to an actual 

decision, conduct in relation to a decision or a failure to make a decision (ss5, 6 & 7) which is of an 

administrative kind made under an enactment (s3). s3 excludes decisions made by the Governor 

General. 

● As the governor general is the decision maker it is unlikely P would be able to challenge the 

decision under the ADJR Act as s3 excludes decisions made by the Governor General. 

Therefore, P must challenge the decision using s75(v). 

● When reviewing an administrative decision, the courts will review the procedure, rather than 

the result/’merits’ of the decision. 

P is challenging a decision as the decision refers to the issuing/refusing/revoking of a licence 

(s3(2)(c)), which is a decision allowed by [section of your relevant Act].  

a) Making, suspending, revoking or refusing to make an order, award or determination 

b) Giving, suspending, revoking or refusing to give a certificate, direction, approval, consent or 

permission 

c) Issuing, suspending, revoking or refusing to issue a licence, authority or other instrument 

d) Imposing a condition or restriction 

e) Making a declaration, demand or requirement 

f) Retaining or refusing to deliver up an article 

g) Doing or reducing to do any other act or thing 

If decision is a report: The making of a report or recommendation before a decision is made will be, 

in itself, deemed as a decision (s3(3)). 

Decision in a Bond sense? A decision will be a reviewable decision if it is final and operative (Bond, 

Mason CJ). [DM]’s decision to [grant/reject/revoke] P’s [application/licence] under [section of your 

relevant Act] is final and operative as it is conclusive and the last step to [granting/rejecting/revoking] 

a [relevant licence]. Therefore [DM]’s decision is a Bond decision, and thus, reviewable. 

Failure to decide: Where the decision-maker had a duty to make a decision but failed to make that 

decision within the prescribed time or, where there is no prescribed time period, made the decision 

with unreasonable delay P will be able to seek review. 

As [DM] was required to make a decision under [Act], and the decision was of administrative nature, 

the court will likely order [DM] to make a decision. 

Conduct (if final decision has not been made yet): Conduct in relation to a decision includes 

activity, of a procedural nature, taken in relation to a reviewable decision (Bond, Mason CJ). 



● Taking of evidence, interviewing a witness, engaging an expert (Bond, Mason CJ) 

● Does not including an ancillary/steppingstone decision - deciding whether someone is fit to 

hold a licence (Bond) - Has to be an action 

Exceptions: Decisions made under an Act found in Schedule 1 of the ADJR are not reviewable. This 

is not an issue here. 

(Always go through) Administrative Nature: Legislative Acts are concerned with the creation of 

new rules of law and have a general application whilst administrative Acts are concerned with the 

application of general rules to particular cases. [Relevant Act] is of administrative nature because 

[decision maker] is applying the power given to them by [relevant section] on P’s particular case.  

Enactment: An enactment includes an Act and instruments made under an Act (s3). A decision will 

be made under an enactment if the decision was expressly or impliedly authorised by the enactment 

and the decision itself confers, alters or affects legal rights or obligations (Tang). The legal effect of 

the decision is not confined to the rights of the applicant. 

The power to [grant/reject/revoke a licence/application] was made under [relevant section] of [Act], 

therefore there is no issue here. P will also argue that [person’s] legal right to [operate facility/ 

manufacture something etc.] is affected as a consequence of the decision as they are unable to do this 

without a licence (Insert the relevant section of your Act prohibiting operation of facility etc without a 

licence). Thus, the decision was made under an enactment.  

Therefore, the court will have jurisdiction to hear P’s application for review. 

s75(v) Constitution (common law) 

Generally, applicants will apply for review under the ADJR Act, however, an application may be 

made under s75(v) of the Constitution due to: 

● Privative Clauses 

● The decision maker was the Governor General 

● The relevant Act is listed in Schedule 1 of the ADJR Act 

In all matters, the High Court has original jurisdiction to hear issues in which a writ of mandamus, 

prohibition or injunction is sought against an officer of the Commonwealth (s75(v) Constitution). The 

Federal Court also has a similar power (s39B Judiciary Act). Reviews sought in the High Court may 

be remitted to the Federal Court (s44 Judiciary Act). 

Matter: A matter is a controversy about rights, duties or liabilities which will be quelled by the 

application of judicial power (Re McBain; Australian Catholic Bishops). P’s application is a genuine 

dispute on the [granting/revoking] of P’s [licence], and not a hypothetical question. Thus, there is a 

matter. 

● I.e., a genuine dispute must be brought before the court. This means that the court cannot answer 

hypothetical questions 

Officer of Commonwealth: [Decision maker] is an officer of Commonwealth as they are employed 

in the office of a commonwealth department  



● Officer is broadly interpreted and includes all officers appointed by the Crown such as 

ministers and public servants etc. 

● It may be possible that an employee at a private institute which Parliament has delegated 

power to is considered an officer of commonwealth 

● Officer of Commonwealth does not include state officers 

Remedy: The High Court can grant certiorari, prohibition, mandamus, injunction or a declaration as a 

remedy. 

Certiorari: an order quashing a defective decision that has been made. It only quashes the legal effect 

/consequences of the decision (i.e. won’t quash any effect on ruining reputation) (Hot Holdings). For 

the court to order a certiorari the decision must have a legal effect (affect legal rights) and must be 

pursuant to the exercise of public power. 

[Decision] was made pursuant to [section] of [Act], and therefore, it is a public power. 

● A body exercises public power if in the absence of [private body], the government would 

invariably carry out the function (Datafin) 

○ E.g. stock exchange 

Legal effect/consequences of decision: legal effect of a decision is construed broadly (Hot Holdings).  

[decision] has a legal effect because it affects [person]’s rights as to whether they can [operate 

facility/manufacture something etc.], as they are unable to do this without a licence (Relevant section 

of your Act).  

OR  

Although [decision] doesn’t directly affect [person], it serves as a prerequisite to the making of a 

decision which will have a legal effect and therefore, may be quashed by a certiorari remedy.  

● A ballot held to decide who would be granted a licence to mine has a legal effect (Hot 

Holdings) 

● Challenging a report that is a prerequisite to the making of a decision (required by the Act) 

will be considered to have a legal effect (tute).  

● Legal effect to [permit purpose e.g. conduct business in a certain area] 

Mandamus: An order requiring a decision maker to exercise a discretion in accordance with the law. 

It is ordered where there is a public duty to exercise a discretion (WA Field and Game Association). 

There will be a public duty to exercise discretion where there is no discrepancy between the object of 

the Act and the decision-making provision (WA Field and Game Association). In ordering a 

mandamus, the court will not make the decision, it will merely order the decision maker to make a 

decision.  

Duty? There must be a public duty to exercise discretion. P will argue that [decision maker] had a 

public duty to exercise a discretion because… [compare decision and purpose of the Act] 

● There was no obligation to make a decision declaring an open season for wildlife hunting as 

the purpose of the Act was to conserve wildlife (WA Field and Game Association) 

Therefore, [DM] has a public duty to exercise discretion. 



Prohibition: an order prohibiting a person from taking a proposed course of action or making a 

proposed decision. For the court to order a prohibition, the decision must be made pursuant to the 

exercise of public power. 

[Decision] was made pursuant to [Act], and therefore, it is a public power. 

● A body exercises public power if in the absence of [private body], the government would 

invariably carry out the function (Datafin) 

○ E.g. stock exchange 

Injunction: an order prohibiting a person from undertaking a particular act or to undertake a 

particular act.  

Declaration: an order which declares the legal rights and liabilities of the parties and has no coercive 

effect. 

Standing 

Exception to standing (Attorney General’s Fiat): Attorneys-General have standing to seek judicial 

review of decisions that affect public rights (e.g. oil drilling in reefs) and can seek review of such 

decisions themselves or permit a person to bring an action on their behalf. However, in practice, this 

rarely occurs. 

● This is because of political reasons - the attorney general is a senior member of the 

government and likely would not challenge the parliament/government 

ADJR: P will have standing if they are ‘aggrieved’ by a decision (s5) and their interests are adversely 

affected by the decision (s3(4)).  

s75(v): Although standing is described as a ‘special interest’ under s75(v), the test for standing is 

essentially the same as the ADJR Act (Argos). 

Private interest model of standing  

Public body: An organisation can have standing if the interests of the bulk of its members will be 

affected by a decision (Shop Distributive). However, Shop Distributive will likely be distinguished 

here as: 

● The bulk of P’s members are in [area] whilst [licence holder] operates in [area].  

● Furthermore, P’s purpose aligns more with representing a collective opinion on the 

environment than representing a collective private interest. Therefore, the bulk of P’s 

members will not be affected by [Decision maker]’s decision. 

Shop Dist: Where the union was representing the collective private interest; every/most member’s 

private interest was affected. Thus they had standing. Distinguish if otherwise.  

Private individual: For P to have a special interest, P must show that compared to the public at large, 

P will be affected to a substantially greater degree or in a significantly different manner by the 

decision (Onus, Brennan J). The court will consider the importance of the concern which P has with 

particular subject matter and the closeness of P’s relationship to that subject matter (Onus, Stephen J) 


